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❖ CEMROL platform
   o development
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   o results and future
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Sharing Knowledge in Learned and Literary Networks

❖ Early Modern Republic of Letters
❖ five research projects
  o Van Miert: RoL in the modern age
  o Llano: prosopography and social networks
  o Scholten: scholarly memory and identity
  o Hollewand: ideal of sharing knowledge
  o Van Vugt: knowledge commons
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CEMROL has just started and can be improved. We greatly value your input. If you have any suggestions, please contact us on skillnet@uu.nl and help making this project more effective. We will shortly be adding the option for a personal login, so that you can keep track of the number of pages you have marked and/or transcribed.

For more information about the context of this crowdsourcing project, visit www.skillnet.nl
CEMROL

Crowdsourcing the Republic of Letters: Help reconstruct the social network of European scholars and scientists in the period 1400-1800.
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Collecting the Epistolary Metadata of the Republic of Letters

❖ development

- our own or established platform (Vele handen)
- developers (Digital Humanities Lab UU)
- create or adopt framework (SCR•BE)
- editing the interface (from tutorials to buttons)
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The personal user login is live! To create an account, click on 'LOG IN' in the upper right corner. Your user account allows you to keep track of the number of pages you have marked and/or transcribed. The email address you provide is also used to keep you informed of news and activities related to CEMROL. It also remains possible to participate without creating a user account.
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- development
- audience
- results and future
  - 74 users last month, 226 sessions and over 37,000 classifications in three months
Collecting the Epistolary Metadata of the Republic of Letters

- development
- audience
- results and future
  - 74 users last month, 226 sessions and over 37,000 classifications in three months
  - personal login and more context
  - meeting the volunteers and more outreach

(have a look at cemrol.hum.uu.nl)
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